Professional
Labelling
Range
Print industry
standard, durable
labels on-demand
brother.no

Better
with Brother
Brother is here to make your job easier. We understand your time is
important and that efficiency really matters. From clearly labelled application
keys and intuitive menus to on screen prompts, anyone can make
professional labels in seconds.

Drive productivity with
confidence
Stay agile, compliant and competitive with
purpose-built technology that helps you
accurately identify and label network cables
and components.

P-touch label printer range
With P-touch professional labelling tools from
Brother, you can print the high-quality labels
you need virtually anywhere you need them.
These easy-to-use labellers empower mobile
workers to quickly create durable labels that
leave a lasting professional impression.

Models for your labelling needs
Datacom/Telecom/Structured
cabling/FTTP/Datacentres

Pro AV/Security/
Smart Buildings

Print on demand and only use the number of
labels you need for each job. A suite of included
software & available apps provides a variety of
options to further increase efficiency and print
on demand. Brother Transfer Express with
P-Touch Editor can help cut down on labour
hours by taking a database file and transferring
it wirelessly into select Wi-Fi connected devices.
Use the Pro Label Tool app to create
preformatted label templates from an iOS or
Android device and send directly to the printer
or iLink&Label to pair with Fluke’s LinkWare Live
and bridge the gap between the office where
the project originates and the jobsite where the
project data is needed integrating testers and
labelling tools.

With smart keys for common label types,
built-in templates and symbols, and advanced
connectivity options for creating labels directly
from a database, it’s never been easier to
accurately label even the largest installations and simplify future changes.

Applications
• Face Plates
• Patch Panels
• Outlets
• Wireless Access Points
• Data Points
• Other data assets
• Flag labels for Pre Terminated Cables
• Flag labels for Fibre Optic Cables
• Shrink fit labels

Brother Apps
Brother Apps available on iOS and Android make printing labels easy.

Pro Label Tool
Customisable industry
templates, label creation,
and wireless printing

iPrint&Label
Create new, customisable
templates and labels with
wireless printing

Transfer Express
House and transfer database
files on demand

iLink&Label
Download information from
Fluke Networks LinkWareLive
and transfer to PT-E550W

P-touch handheld label printer
PT-E550WNIVP

24
mm
Wi-Fi

Turn your smartphone or tablet into a
wireless jobsite labelling partner with
built-in Wi-Fi on the PT-E550W and
Brother mobile apps. Easily serialise a list
of labels with the shortcut key and print
with a series of automatic halfcuts for
easy peeling and application.

Features:
QWERTY keyboard for easy typing, large
backlit display for clear preview, and
automatic cutter.
Serialisation:
Serialise, plus reduce waste and improve
efficiency with automatic half-cuts.
Label types:
Industry-specific predesigned templates,
to produce ANSI/TIA-606-C and ISO/IEC
14763-2 compliant labels.
Compatibility:
Connect to a PC to import a database or
saved labels; access mobile apps via Wi-Fi to
transfer data and access predesigned label
templates.
Power:
Li-ion rechargeable battery and AC adapter
included
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High speed and high
resolution printing

P-touch desktop label printers
Professional and reliable
Choose from wired and wireless network
connectivity to batch print labels from the
office. Or a range of optional accessories
offers a total mobile labelling solution. Easily
connect and print your cable IDs from a CSV
database to save time and reduce errors.

Quickly create serialised and barcode/QR
code labels, from your computer or smart
device, containing detailed information for
assets and cables. Compatible with FLe Flag
labels for fibre optic cable identification.

P-touch desktop label printers
PT-P900W

36
mm
Wi-Fi

The compact PT-P900W printer
produces wide, laminated labels up to
36mm and features an automatic cutter
that can trim continuous tape to any
length either one at a time or as a strip of
pre-cut labels.
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Print speed: Up to 60mm/sec
Print resolution: Up to 360 DPI
Compatibility: Print from a PC with the
included P-touch Editor software or from a
mobile device with the Brother label design
apps
Power: AC adapter included or optional
Li-ion rechargeable battery

36
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PT-P950NW
All the great features of PT-P900W with
added wired network functionality to
print labels from several devices at once,
including tablets and smartphones.

Accessories: Li-ion Rechargeable Battery
Pack (PA-BT-4000LI) + Battery Base
(PABB002)1: A long-life Li-ion rechargeable
battery increases the portability of your
labelling process

Tapes that are tested to the extreme
Brother P-touch laminated labels have been built to last, wherever you use them. With
excellent resistance to water, abrasion, chemicals, fading and temperature extremes, they’ll
never let you down. Meaning when you label something on-site, it stays labelled.

Protective coating (PET)
Adhesive (acrylic)
Coloured base film (PET)
Adhesive (acrylic)
backing
Backing
paper paper
Lettering

Laminated Temperature
Water
Resistant
Resistant

Fade
Resistant

Abrasion
Resistant

Chemical
Resistant

P-touch Pro Tapes
Improved TZe Flexible ID Laminated
Specially formulated adhesive to wrap
securely around wires and cables with a
diameter of 3mm or larger.

TZe Self -Laminating
Provides a protective laminated layer over
the label for cable marking. 24mm tape
is suitable for the larger diameter CAT6A
cables.
FLe Flag
Die cut non-laminated flag label. New
improved single label design makes it
very simple to apply once printed. Wide
printable area.
Recommended

Acceptable

Strong
Adhesion

SMOOTH
SURFACE

TEXTURED
SURFACE

CABLE
WRAP

Pro Tape widths and colours
TZe STRONG ADHESIVE LAMINATED - 8 M

6mm

9mm

12mm

18mm

24mm

36mm

TZe-S211

TZe-S221

TZe-S231

TZe-S241

TZe-S251

TZe-S261

Black on transparent

TZe-S121

TZe-S131

TZe-S141

TZe-S151

Black on yellow

TZe-S621

TZe-S631

TZe-S641

TZe-S651

Black on white

TZe FLEXIBLE ID LAMINATED - 8 M
Black on white

TZe-FX211

TZe-FX221

TZe-FX231

TZe-FX241

TZe-FX251

TZe-FX261

Black on yellow

TZe-FX611

TZe-FX621

TZe-FX631

TZe-FX641

TZe-FX651

TZe-FX661

Black on white

TZe-SL251

TZe-SL261

Black on yellow

TZe-SL651

TZe-SL661

TZe SELF-LAMINATING - 8 M

TZe SECURITY LAMINATED - 8 M
Black on white

TZe-SE4

TZe-SE5

STe-141

STe-151

STe STENCIL - 3 M
Black on white

STe-161

FLe FLAG (DIE-CUT) - 72 LABELS
Black on white

FLe-2511*

Black on yellow

FLe-6511*

Black on green

FLe-7511*

HSe HEAT SHRINK TUBE - 1.5 M
Black on white

5.8mm

8.8mm

11.7mm

17.7mm

23.6mm

HSe-211

HSe-221

HSe-231

HSe-241

HSe-251

* Labels are: 45mm x 21mm when printed. 45mm x 10.5mm once applied. Compatible with PT-P900W and PT-950NW label printers
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brother.no

Brother Norge,
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